convert him exclusively into a builder of myths and archetypes. Second, by examining how he went about realizing his aims and by exhibiting some discrepancies between his intentions and methods, I shall in effect suggest that a disregard for historical and social reality and an uncritical indulgence of aesthetic experience have impaired many critical appraisals of Absalom. The novel was written not solely to investigate eternal human nature, but also to say something about the South and to persuade readers to say the same thing.
In Absalom Faulkner is evidently attempting three things. First, he seems to present a total picture of a full century of Southern history. Of this there can be little question; even if we did not know that Thomas Sutpen was modelled to some extent on an actual person, Alexander H. Pegues, the slightest acquaintance with Mississippi archives or historical journals demonstrates that everywhere and always historical actuality is at work in the Y oknapatawpha cycle.
2 Obviously abbreviation and selection are involved, but the residue of the total historical event which Faulkner presents seems to be calculated to contain or suggest totality. "Tell me about the South," Shreve McCannon asks. "What's it like there. What do they do there. Why do they live there. Why do they live at all." (P. 174.)3 The entire novel is the answer. The South, or at least Faulkner's portion of it, is precisely its own history and its own people. Nor is the novel merely a chronicle of events and a catalogue of individuals. It is these things but only as they are experienced in the lives of people. In the broadest sense, Faulkner is trying to portray the mind and conscience of the South as they were formed by environment and as rhey in turn influenced environment by interpreting it, by altering it, and by transmitting it together with themselves to succeeding generations. Not only literal history bnt the spirit of it or a legend about it calculated to convey this spirit seems to be one goal.
Second, Faulkner is attempting to describe certain conditions of the human mind and of human relations which are relatively permanent. Love, ambition, retribution, and so on (qualified, limited, and concretized by the society in which they occur) are of major importance. Relations between fathers and their sons, between a sister and her brothers, between a baronial feudal class and an enserfed class are exploited, though again they derive their significance not from being "eternal" but from being realized in and formed by a specific society. That is, although we have a Absalom RECONSIDERED Iq 33 "peripheral" response to the quasi-incestuous aspect of Henry (or Charles Bon's) and Judith Sutpen's relationship as a perennial theme, our attention is "focused" precisely on the specifIc young, Southern Henry and the specifIc young, Southern Judith whose relationship is caused and given meaning by the conditions of life imposed upon them by their parents through heredity and by their social milieu. Relatively permanent conditions of the human mind and of human relations are present in Absalom.
If they were not, the book would be purely history or an essay on the mind of the South instead of a novel. To place major emphasis on them, however, is to deprive the novel of the very quality which makes it a novel and a work of art, namely its concreteness, its commentary on a specifIc thing. The concrete inevitably precedes the universal in time, if for no other reason than that the reader must read the words before he can conceive the ideas, must perceive events before he can understand their signifIcance.
Finally, Absalom is a kind of justifIcation of the South. This is not to accuse Faulkner of saying the South is right and good. What Faulkner does seem to say is, this is the way we Southerners are. It is not our fault or anybody's fault. And the non-Southerner is expected, like Shreve, to understand and to accept just as a Southerner does. Indeed, in several places Faulkner tries to make all men one; that is, all men Southerners, hence indebted to and responsible for the Southern tradition. .) The question is, who are the "we" in whom Quentin (and Faulkner)' wants to embrace "all of us"?
How does Faulkner attempt to do the three things I have listed? He presents the historical study of Thomas Sutpen through a series of personalized chronicles, each of which describes and interprets some portion of the life and works of the Sutpen family. Single events are almost always witnessed by the reader through the eyes of several characters, a device which gives added dimension to the events portrayed because their multiple consequences are considerably expanded in the concrete experience of several people living at different times. At the same time the device provides characterization for the dramatis personae in relation to a flXed point and furnishes numerous parallel responses and interpretations for comparison or contrast.
Alone, the device is not unusual. Smollet, Dostoyevsky, and Thornton Wilder used it. Faulkner's innovation is that he compresses or telescopes his chronicles and adapts them to the stream-of-consciousness technique. They are fused into a single consciousness and lose at least part of their individuality and independence, the point being, apparently, that the basis of historical perspective is Quentin Compson's (or Faulkner's) consciousness of it. 5 That this view is rather generally accepted in the novel may be seen, for example, in Rosa Coldfield's compulsion to transmit her version of the Sutpen story to Quentin who she assumes may be appropriately inclined and well enough educated to record it. Quentin's father too makes a point of transmitting his version to his son. It is as if Quentin had some special, mysterious commission to preserve the story.' In any case, Quentin's consciousness is the passive container in which the story lives on. Quentin's mind is the South. Before Quentin it was the mind of Mr. Compson or Rosa Coldfield or even Thomas Sutpen himself, imposing a subjective "design" on his entire world. The South seems to have no objective reality of its own, which perhaps accounts for the legendary quality of the entire noveL There are those who hold that the various chronicles in Absalom, far from being dissolved in the consciousness of Quentin, live their own independent lives, indeed that the strength of Absalom derives from the precise and tangible individuality which each chronicle possesses. 7 It is possible, for example, to deal with the narrators as distinct units, each with his own insights and limitations and each providing a different but indispensable aspect of the whole story. Such an interpretation is further enhanced by the author's personal intervention at the end (pp. 35I-8) to enunciate the correct motivation for one of the novel's central events, Henry Sutpen's murder of Charles Bon, a device which creates the illusion that the various chroniclers in the novel each presented this motivation independently and inaccurately and which at the same time demonstrates that Quentin's consciousness alone does not contain the full story. In fact, Faulkner makes Quentin's deficiency explicit (p. 280).
This stratagem, however, far from invalidating the point that the South's reality is confined to a mere consciousness of it, merely transfers that consciousness at the end from Quentin to Faulkner. Southern history which was at first Rosa's impression of it, then Mr. Compson's, then Quentin's, finally becomes Faulkner's. In other words, what seem fIrSt to be examples of individuation are presently dissolved into a larger con-sciousness. Behind all of Faulkner's speculative characters is their masterdreamer or master-ventriloquist; they all speak in Faulkner's own heavy Latinate voice. 8 Time, instead of being a process and a sequence with objective periods, is still a compressed instant, all illusions to the contrary notwithstanding.
It is of course not surprising that a young Southern student at Harvard trying to indoctrinate his Canadian classmate, or that a Southern novelist trying to manipulate his reader's consciousness, should adopt the "telescope" device for dealing with history. By making all the events of a century occur simultaneously in the mind, Quentin and Faulkner can dominate them absolutely, can relish each instant indefinitely in a chronological deep-freeze, can impose upon them almost any meaning. And who can dispute them when before our eyes in the image of Quentin (and Faulkner) stands the living, tangible proof? Quentin is what he has described. And if Quentin exists, so does Quentin's South.
This evidently is what Faulkner asks us to believe. We are encouraged to share Shreve's conversion from incredulity to acceptance. Witness the ingenious fusion of Quentin and Shreve (that is, of a Southerner and a Northerner but not a Yankee, hence more objective): first "it was Shreve speaking, though save for the slight difference which the intervening degrees of latitude had inculcated in them, ... it might have been either of them and was in a sense both ... " (p. 303). Later " ... it did not matter to either of them which one did the talking, since it was not the talking alone which did it, performed and accomplished the overpassing, but some happy marriage of speaking and hearing ... " (p. 3 I6). Finally, "Shreve ceased again. It was just as well, since he had no listener. Perhaps he was aware of it. Then suddenly he had no talker either, though possibly he was not aware of this. Because now neither of them were there. They were both in Carolina and the time was forty-six years ago . . . . " (P. 35 I.)
Absalom was devised, among other things, to sustain new Quentins to produce future Shreves who will, if not love, at least snspend judgment on the South and accept the notion that the South is what it must be. The difficulty, however, of an uncritical acceptance of the fusion of characters is that it leads to a view of Southern history which is illusory and demonstrably defective. The extreme subjectivity of Faulkner's method contradicts the novel's pretence to history. While one cannot, of course, object to a contempt for historical minutiae (pp. 220 -I) or even to deliberate fabrication of details (P.335) in a novel, one may well find frequent distorted evaluations of history inadmissible. For example, Faulkner says through Rosa Coldfield (and nowhere corrects the remark) that the South was defeated not by Yankee strategy and numbers ("not by a victorious army") but through a /law by which Southern society was marred (slavery) and through "generals ... who should not have been generals ... who were generals not through training or aptitude ... but, by divine right to say 'Go there' conferred upon them by an absolute caste system" (p. 345)· This is simply inaccurate. Actually Southern generals seem if anything to have had more training and aptitude than their Northern counterparts, so that Confederate armies enjoyed superior leadership almost all through the war. Lee, the Johnstons, Longstreet, Forrest, and Jackson fought for Dixie. Furthermore, it is difficult to say that the South's worst social flaw, namely slavery, was such a military liability that it caused the South's defeat. While the Emancipation Proclamation and the threat of coloured uprisings were hard on white morale and kept detachments of militia at home, it is also true that many slaves continued to work, releasing whites for duty in the line. 9 The argument that the war was lost because of something defective in the South is rather like the argument that Germany lost World War I because she was stabbed from within by Jews or World War II because God disapproves of Naziism. It is a refusal to concede the enemy's superiority both physically and as an historical agent. It is the uncritical sharing of Shreve's conversion to the Southern attitude.
Faulkner's second general purpose, his attempt at deeper, more permanent meanings in Absalom, is conducted in several ways. First, he depicts his central active character as a man of superhuman dimension. To Aunt Rosa, a woman of some rank in the class structure, as well as to Shreve, he is a demon. To Wash Jones, a man below the lowest class level, he is a god. Indeed the demon and the god are often deliberately fused, for example when Sutpen walks through town to negotiate his marriage (p. 47) or when he emerges finally from J ones's cabin to his death (p. 288).
What Faulkner seems to be doing is making Sutpen represent some sort of grand human force; he is irrepressible Will wresting a monument to itself from the wilderness. He is perhaps mankind which, though it can err, cannot be diverted from its designs. Faulkner very carefully identifies one character after another with Sutpen: Quentin (p. 280), Wash Jones (pp. 282, 287), Charles Bon (pp. 339, 34I-he repeats Sutpen's words), all Southern men (p. 289), all men (p. 247).
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In addition Sutpen is the Hebrew David, but this parallel is unfortunate. There is so much difference berween the Biblical story as a whole and Absalom that one wonders why Faulkner used it. (Cf II Samuel, chaps. I3 -I8.) Evidently the hope was that Sutpen might gain dignity and stature by the comparison. The truth is, however, that Sutpen is a virtual contradiction of David, especially in terms of the historical forces which each represents. Sutpen, on the other hand, is ultimately an historical failure. And to say that Faulkner is being consciously ironic is hardly satisfactory, for Sutpen is no J. Alfred Prufrock systematically contrasted with great men of the past.
Second, Faulkner at times uses names which at least sound symbolic. Sutpen's negro daughter is called Clytemnestra, and a good deal is made of this name because it may have been a mistaken substitute for Cassandra. Both names are exploited for their traditional values of rejection or prophecy of doom. It is possible that the name Coldfield is expected to communicate something about the puritanical, frigid family to which it belongs and about the tradition which the family signifies. The shift in the name of Sutpen's coloured male issue from Bon to Bond ("good" to "link." "tie" or "covenant") may also mean something.
Third, Faulkner makes a point of suggesting (through Mr. Compson) that his characters may fall into an archetypal pattern. "Have you noticed," says Jason, "how so often when we try to reconstruct the causes which lead up to the actions of men and women, how with a sort of astonishment we fmd ourselves now and then reduced to the belief, the ouly possible belief. that -they stemmed from some of the old virtues? the thief who steals not for greed but for love, the murderer who kills not out of lust but pity?" (P. I21.) When relating the story of Charles Bon's life, Shreve describes the "vindictiveness and jealous rage" which Charles absorbed unconsciously from his mother who was obsessed after Sutpen cast her of( Later, Henry reduces human motivation to an even lower denominator when he thinks of all Southerners at war's end as people crushed and derelict: "Not only no land to make food out of but no need for the food and when you dont have God and honor and pride, nothing matters except that there is the old mindless meat that dont even care if it was defeat or victory, that wont even die, that will be out in the woods and fields, grubbing up roots and weeds" (p. 354).
The trouble is that one cannot be certain what results from all this archetypicality and symbolism. As elements of a portion of the novel's scaffolding, they do provide that ambiguity which has found so much favour among the New Critics. For anything beyond this, for any active function, they are not used. No one steals for love; no one kills for pity, not even excepting Wash Jones in whom pity is diluted by a desire for vengeance. Henry Sutpen does not murder Charles because the one is Cain and the other Abel (or Absalom and Amnon). Charles is murdered because he has negro blood and threatens miscegenation. Charles decides to wed Judith not because she is the eternal female or even the eternal sister (Amnon raped Tamar for one or both of these reasons) but because she is the daughter of Thomas Sutpen whom he wishes to injure for withholding acknowledgment. And Clytie, who is handled rather defi:Iy and consistently as a symbol of rejection in the novel, never hatches any dark Mycenaean plots or presides (Cassandra-like) over the collapse of a renowned state l l Unfortunately, in Faulkner's books coloured people can do little, except endure or at best make trouble.
And what of the red-headed titan Thomas Sutpen? What is he if not a glorification of the acquisitive instinct, a poor white in a land which provided a frontier to move to where he could imitate rich whites? Spumed by a negro butler from the front door of a Tidewater mansion as a child, he realizes that direct vengeance upon the negro is futile ("there ain't any good or harm either in the living !Vorld that [ can do to him") since he is not the cause. It is wealth, a class of people: when young Sutpen substituted "them in place of he or him, it meant more than all the human puny mortals under the sun that might lie in hammocks all afternoon with their shoes off" (p. 238). This is the thought that sets Sutpen in motion. " 'So to combat them you have got to have what they have that made them do what the man did. You got to have land and niggers and Absalom RECONSIDERED tq 39 a fine house to combat them with you see?' and he said Yes again. He left that night." (P. 238.) This is indeed a strange vehicle in which to convey the will of humanity.
Sutpen's "design" is after all a grotesque and shabby mockery of Southern culture and any other culture. Beyond all the subjective thunder and rhetoric about the demon-God, we can trace the visage of the frontier bully, or, as the psychologist might say, of the "over-motivated" poor boy grown rich, a Dixieland Gatsby.
That Faulkner vaguely recognized this is indicated by his permitting Sutpen only three virtues (innocence, courage, and shrewdness) and by the end which he fashions for him. Nonetheless, he permits Sutpen to stand for some kind of admirable grandeur; Sutpen may be intended as a new, fallen Adam or even, like Hamlet, the "cursed instrument" of Providential machinations. He is, for example, one among few white men in Faulkner's works who is superior to negroes in endurance. When the Haitian slaves revolted and tortured him, he bore "more than they believed any bones and flesh could or should ... maybe at last they themselves turning in horror and fleeing from the white arms and legs shaped like theirs and from which blood could be made to spurt and flow as it could from theirs and containing an indomitable spirit which should have come from the same primary fire which theirs came from but which could not have, could not possibly have" (p. 254).
Thus Sutpen is treated as a monumental (though erring) creature. He is not quite, however, a great tragic hero, an independent being broken by surrounding conditions (like Lear or Oedipus) despite his vast ability and aspiration, as he is sometimes presented." Sutpen was never independent. So completely was he a slave to a social pattern, or rather to a gaudy imitation of it, that he never achieved a recognition of his own life's meaning. As for his vast abilities and aspirations, one can only say that tbey were no larger than those of any other American "Empire Builder." In fact Sutpen had rather less vision than Major DeSpain or even John Sartoris. The splendid seventh section of Absalom, with its frequent insistence on social (not archetypal) determinism and individual (not anagogic) responsibility, demonstrates that here at least Faulkner too for a moment saw Sutpen for what be was, but this section is obscured by tbe subjective effusions surrounding it.
We come now to Faulkner's justification of tbe South wbich results first from Quentin's role as narrator (he must vindicate bis land before Shreve), and second from Faulkner's search for archetypal motivations. Each character sees (and the reader is evidently expected to see) Thomas Sutpen as something more than a man, more than the product of environment, sometimes God, sometimes demon, depending on the point of view. The South is more than her history and people: she is a playground for eternal forces. No chance is lost to dissolve or conceal that which is Southern in the "W1iversal human condition." That is to say, Faulkner avoids the determinism so often met in modern fiction which postulates the Rousseauist and Freudian illusion of man as naturally free or good but caught in the toils of bad institutions.
Faulkner employs a fatalism which makes no distinction between nature and man whatever. Jason Compson, whose view would be shared by others, though less articulately and rationally expressed, says that one "would almost believe that Sutpen's trip to New Orleans was just sheer chance, just a little more of the illogical machinations of a fatality which had chosen that family in preference to any other in the county or the land exactly as a small boy chooses one ant-hill to pour boiling water into in preference to any other, not even himself knowing why" (p. 102).
Even in Faulkner's imagery a reader will often be confronted with this fatalistic identification of man and nature in the hands of destiny. Ellen Sutpen "had bloomed, as if Fate were crowding the normal Indian summer which should have bloomed gradually and faded gracefully through six or eight years, into three or four, either for compensation for what was to come or to clear the books, pay the check to which Fate's wife, Nature, had signed his name" (p. 68). Thomas Sutpen "was W1aware that his flowering was a forced blooming too and that while he was still playing the scene to the audience, behind him Fate, destiny, retribution, ironythe stage manager, call him what you will-was already striking the set and dragging on the synthetic and spurious shadows and shapes of the next one" (pp. 72-3). The very moment when he had reached the peak of his powers was "the instant which Fate always picks out to blackjack you ... " (p. 240).
So permeated is Absalom with this conception that virtually every main character expresses it directly. Quentin believes that "maybe nothing ever happens once and is finished"; every occurrence is like ripples on water moving forever "to the old ineradicable rhythm" (p. 261). Judith thinks people are moved like marionettes; they try to act but succeed merely in mimicking old patterns so that in the end they vanish entirely. Even the "scratches" on their headstones erode away "and it doesn't matter" (p. 122). Jason's account of Sutpen's family in 1860 (pp. 73/4) is still more indicative:
.. . the destiny ofSutpcn' 5 family which for twenty years now had been like a lake welling from quiet springs into a quiet valley and spreading, rising almost imperceptibly and in which the four members of it Boated in sunny suspension. felt the fust subterranean movement toward the outlet, the gorge which would be the land's catastrophe too, and the four peaceful swimmers turning suddenly co face one another, not yet with alarm or distrust but just alert. feeling the dark set, none of them yet at that poiot where man looks about at rus companions in disaster and thinks When will I stop trying to save them and save only myself? and not even aware that that point was approaching.
Thus man and nature together slide along toward catastrophe, entirely helpless. Given this view, there is little else to do but accept or at least submit '3 The South and its people were pushed from behind by some blind force; objection or condemnation are therefore futile. What better justification could be devised? With responsibility abjured, even the possibility of judgment is precluded.
For this reason one is distressed to find Faulkner falsely ascribing free volition to, of all people, Charles Bon's faintly black son who alone is held responsible and in a sense condemned for the agony which not he but his environment clearly brought upon him. When Judith deigned to let him call her "aunt," young Charles turned and went away with her eyes upon him "watching him, still seeing him, penetrating walls and darkness too to watch him walk back down the weedy lane between the deserted collapsed cabins toward that one where his wife waited, treading the thorny and flint-paved path toward the Gethsemane which he had decreed and created for himself, where he had crucified himself and come down from his cross for a moment and now returned to it" (p. 209).
In addition to fatalism, Faulkner also suggests briefly that "love" might accomplish the goal of acceptance for those who find fatality unsatisfactory." These are the two alternatives which Faulkner seems to provide: either accept what must be without judgment, or learn to love and pardon. Faulkner interrupts the dialogue between Quentin and Shreve to make his plea: there occurred "some happy marriage of speaking and hearing wherein each before the demand, the requirement, forgave condoned and forgot the faulting of the other-faultings both in the creating of his shade whom they discussed (rather, existed in) and in the hearing and sifting and discarding the false and conserving what seemed true, or fit the preconceived-in order to overpass to love, where there might be paradox and inconsistency but nothing fault nor false" (p. 316).
Such an attractive solution would be excellent if there were anything in the novel to justify it. Unfortunately, love plays a less significant role in Absalom than in almost any other Faulkner novel. With a single exception (Sutpen's dramatic but almost incredible meeting with Henry in Colonel Willow's tent [po 353 j), there is no love at all. Dog-like devotion there is in quantity (Henry for Charles, Clytie for every Sutpen); perverted attraction there is (Rosa for Charles), and a sick dedication to the Lost Cause; but not love. Even in the relationship between Judith and Charles, love is doubtful since Judith's own mother did not acknowledge it (p. 75) and since Quentin, who knows more about the whole story than anyone, repeatedly denies its presence (pp. 322, 328) despite his father's and Shreve's assumption that it existed (pp. 206, 316) .
That Faulkner and Quentin should seek to justifY their own heritage is hardly surprising. Again, however, one cannot accept their position without reservations since it leads to serious distortions. They are capable, for example, of minimizing the difference between white and black thus: " ... ouly in the surface matter offood and clothing and daily occupation [were white gentlemen 1 any different from the negro slaves who supported them-the same sweat, the ouly difference being that on the one hand it went for labor in fields where on the other it went as the price of the spartan and meager pleasures which were available to them because they did not have to sweat in the fields ... " (p. 97) . This is a Spartan citizen telling the Helot, "Look, we are really alike; now you go cultivate olive orchards (or cotton) while I dance with the ladies and hunt boars (or coon)." One is inclined, moreover, to question a system of values which gives us Velery Bons and Jim Bonds as examples of the evil produced by Southern institutions and Clyties as examples of virtue, without at the same time noting that Thomas Sutpen's black male issue deserves some credit for disrupting the vicious design of Y oknapatawpha life while Clytie merely broods and endures. If we accept the passive, impotent illusion that the South is what it must be and can be no other, then of course we must admit that violent, aggressive, or moronic negroes are evil or shameful while docile, patient ones are good. If, on the other hand, we accept the positive, active illusion that love solves or reconciles the maddening dilemmas of Yoknapatawpha life, we have still done no more than justify that life as it is.
The disparity between the historical-symbolic pretensions of Absalom and the crabbed vision of reality which Faulkner's methods lead to and justify is disturbing to the critic who doubts a past as splendid or a future as bleak as Absalom indicates. To play the game with Shreve McCannon, to share the consciousness and the point of view of sterile Coldfields and Compsons may be aesthetically thrilling because of their magnificent rhetoric and because of the unquestionable suggestiveness and intensity of the structure and style of Absalom, Absalom!; yet we should perhaps inqnire, however reluctantly, of our indoctrinator, "Whither bound?" notes I
